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The INSACOG reports genomic surveillance of SARS CoV -2 across the country through sequencing of 
samples from Sentinel sites and also detailed State wise district analysis for some states under State 
MoUs  (Maharashtra, Kerala and some others) A summary of the cumulative data of INSACOG and 
other state sequencing initiatives can be found at the INSACOG data portal link 
(http://clingen.igib.res.in/covid19genomes/) along with other INSACOG information at 
https://dbtindia.gov.in/insacog. New web-based query tool is now available on the data portal. All 
data presented on the portal is organized by date of sample collection, state, assigned lineage and 
mutations found on analysis.  

INSACOG: 

 Total number of samples processed so far is 82,983 

 Total number of samples sequenced is 82,983 

 Total number of sequences analysed are 60,043 

Samples from MoUs with state governments: 

 Number of samples sequenced is 13,671 

Total number of samples sequenced: 96,654 

 

The number of samples with pangolin lineage assigned are 60, 043 

 

 

 

 

  

Community 

sample 
Travelers sample  Total assigned

Total 

VOC/VOI
Proportion 

54865 5178 60043 39283 65.4

Table 1: Cumulative samples with Pango Linage assigned  (30.09.2021)

AY series

Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Total VOC/VOI

577 3655 4232 117 102 219 1 1 2 74 25164 25238 85 5364 5449 4143 39283
Tr&Co= Travelers and contacts; Com= Community samples

Table 2: Distribution of VOI/VOC (30-09-2021)

Alpha Variant Beta Variant Gamma Variant Delta Variant B.1.617.1 and B.1.617.3

http://clingen.igib.res.in/covid19genomes/
https://dbtindia.gov.in/insacog
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Variants reported during the period 

Global 

There is no change to the global scenario. Delta, including B.1.617.2 (AY) and AY.x sublineages, 
continues to be the main VOC globally. Based on PANGO classification, AY.4 lineage is most frequently 
seen globally, with highest levels in UK (1).  It is noted that in the ongoing outbreaks across USA, AY.4 
has not outcompeted other Delta lineages and both have grown relative to non-Delta (3). Global 
evidence does not suggest any Delta lineage being substantially different from the others and as of 
now the micro-lineage analysis is only for epidemiological surveillance. Mu and C.1.2 variants have 
not shown any trends of spreading or displacing Delta. A variant under monitoring B.1.1.523, seen in 
Russia, has recently been highlighted due to some similarities with Delta (3). As of now there is no 
strong clinic-epidemiological evidence for it to be considered a VOI/VOC.  

National 

Delta continues to be the main VOC in India. No new VOI or VOC are noted in India. Recent relative 
expansion of AY.4 lineage, compared to B.1.617.2, in INSACOG data should be seen in the light of 
global evidence regarding no substantial difference between Delta lineages so far, as well as known 
technical issues in PANGO AY.x classification system. However, this matter continues to be monitored 
and correlated clinically. 

1. https://outbreak.info/location-reports?loc=GBR 
 

2. https://outbreak.info/location-reports?loc=USA 
 

3. Van der weer et al. A novel B.1.1.523 SARS-CoV-2 variant that combines many spike mutations 
linked to immune evasion with current variants of concern. BioRxiv, Sept 21, 2021 
(https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.16.460616v1) 
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